Customer cancel for one or more (incl. all) days the transport need. Each RU checks what to do with its path section:
- keep it
- modification (characteristics, timetable, geography)
- cancel it (RU doesn’t need it at all)
- postpone the decision e.g. for new traffic

The two swimlanes “coordination tool” and “order tracking tool” are system lanes which show the intended actions which a future tool has to fulfill. Whether it is one or two systems which can support those functionalities is open. The two lanes show separated functionality for “coordination” and for “order tracking”.

**Legend**

- Messages
- System as actor
- Person as actor
- Questions, open issues
- dotted task: a subactivity, a structured set of task
- Process step forwarding a message (and keeping a copy)
- comment for using the process step
- changed steps for YTT
- process flow
- dotted: information flow, exchanged in messages
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